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Abstract

In this paper, we present a system for reading documents, which can be used by the vi-
sually disabled by themselves. Our system uses speech to transmit the information to the
users. To cope with the slowness of the information transmission speed caused by the one-
dimensionality of speech, the logical structure of the scanned documents is extracted and
used to accelerate access to the information. A tree-traversing command is provided for
navigating through the logical tree generated by the system. A layered speech menu/help
is used to guide users. The scanned and recognized pages can be linked on the basis of the
page numbers detected, and can be stored in a file system for later use.
Keywords: document image analysis, speech user interface, logical structure extraction,
document reader for the blind
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1 Introduction

Visually disabled people have long been unable to access printed documents, except for a
few that have been translated into braille by sighted people. Some recent optical character
recognition (OCR) systems allow visually disabled people to read printed documents by
themselves by combining OCR with text-to-speech synthesizers. However, these systems
only deliver a straightforward transcription of the printed text into speech, and the one-
dimensionality of speech prohibits quick access to the parts of the document of interest
to the user.

To cope with the problem, we propose a new approach for reading printed documents
by extracting their logical structures as well as physical layouts [1]. We named our system
Optical Media Reader (OMR) to emphasize that it is not just a character recognizer, but
has functions for obtaining additional information. As examples of the range of functions
it identifies image areas and text areas of the document and relates them if possible, and it
detects the name of previously registered magazines by examining the logos on the cover
pages.

The system extracts the logical tree structure from the scanned document page. The
user can read the entire document by using basic functions for traversing the tree struc-
tures: descending an edge, listing the children, moving among siblings, ascending an edge,
and so on. These commands can be easily input by using the numerical keypad on the
keyboard. We also provided functions related to the physical layout of the page. The
headers and footers are treated separately from the body of the document, and can be
accessed independently while reading the body of the page. We made a prototype of the
OMR and evaluated the system with visually disabled users.

In Section 2, we explain our system briefly. Then, in Section 3, we describe its major
functions and methods for extracting the logical structure of a scanned document. Sec-
tion 4 describes the management of the structured documents. Section 5 describes the
evaluation results, while Section 6 discusses our future directions.

2 System Overview

The input to the OMR is obtained by scanning the documents. If the task is to determine
the name of the magazine, the image is scanned in color and processed by the title-
matching module. Inner pages are scanned in monochrome, and after preprocessing for
estimating and correcting skew of the document, the text lines and its directions are
detected. Then, the layout is analysed to extract the logical structure from the scanned
page. An image of the text lines detected is sent to the OCR engine to obtain the character
codes for the text lines. The text is augmented by tags expressing its logical structure,
and is presented to the user in the form of synthesized speech, which reflects the tags
and the user’s settings as well as the content of the text itself. The user can control the
position in the document from which to start reading, and the OMR settings, such as
the gender of the synthesized voice, speed, and pitch, by pressing keys on the numerical
keypad. Optionally, a Braille output device can be connected to the system. The system
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configuration is shown in Figure 1.

Skew correction,
text line detection,
layout analysis

OCR engine Title matching

Speech
control

Scanner control
Scanner

Main control

Numeric keypad

Figure 1: OMR System Configuration

3 Main Features and Functions

3.1 Title Matching

To determine the name of the magazine, we provided a title-matching function. In many
cases, the part of the cover page of the magazine that contains the logo is stable except as
regards the color. This area is used to identify the magazine. The edges of the regions with
the same color are detected and matched with previously collected cover page templates.
Our preliminary experiment showed about 80% accuracy for 10 types of candidates. The
name of the magazine as well as the confidence factor is reported to the user in synthesized
speech.

3.2 Skew Detection and Correction

To detect text lines, the OMR uses horizontal and vertical projections; it is therefore nec-
essary to detect and correct skews in the scanned images. We used the Hough transform
of the centers of connected components of the black pixels in the image [2, 3, 4]. The
detection range is ±10 degrees and the resolution is 0.1 degrees. The skew is determined
for vertical and horizontal line candidates at the same time, and the original image is then
rotated to the upright position.

3.3 Text Area Analysis

Many magazines in the Japanese language have both vertical and horizontal text lines on
the same page, making it necessary for us to detect lines in both directions. Our text line
detection method works in two stages: first, it detects text areas, then, it determines the
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orientation of text lines in the block –vertical or horizontal– by examining the arrangement
of connected components within the block.

3.3.1 Text Area Detection

We first detect image areas in the page by using statistical features of connected compo-
nents, namely, their widths, heights, and average run-length of black pixels.

In many magazines, images are not always placed in such a way that they occupy a
single column width; often, they are spread across two or more columns. If the width of
the image is not a multiple of the column width, the text lines are made to flow into the
space formed by the difference between the column width and the picture width. This
generates a concave text area, and causes the conventional text line detection method to
fail. Our text line detection method is an extension of the recursive x-y cut [5], and can
therefore handle concave text blocks.

We developed an L-shaped split method, which examines all the possibilities of sepa-
rating text/image blocks by an L-shaped white space within a text/image block [Figure
2].

Figure 2: L-shaped Split Area (Hatched Area)

To find the best separation, we try four combinations of projections of the circum-
scribing rectangles of the connected components in the vertical and horizontal directions.
If the upward and leftward projections, for example, of connected components leave some
inner areas (rectangles) untouched, then each of them can be the corner of a separating
L shape with downward and rightward edges [Figures 3, 4]. We choose the rectangle with
the maximum area, and the L shape formed by moving it in the downward and rightward
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directions is then the separation candidate for the combination of projection directions
[Figure 5].

Figure 3: Circumscribing Rectangles of Connected Components

Corner of an  
L-shaped Area

Figure 4: Upward and Leftward Projections and Inner Untouched Areas

The same procedure is repeated for the remaining three combinations of projection
directions. The best separating L shape is selected and subsequent separations are then
made. The L-shape split is iterated recursively in combination with ordinary x-y cuts.

3.3.2 Text Line Detection

To determine the text line orientation in a text area, we compute the orientation likelihood
in two directions – vertical and horizontal – and then compare them to determine the
orientation. For a given text area, we generate both vertical and horizontal text line
candidate sets separately. Text lines are generated by projecting connected components
in the vertical or horizontal direction, and examining their projection profiles.

Let T be a horizontal text line candidate. Let W be the width of T , and let W ′

be the sum of the widths of the connected components within T . For the height, we
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Detected L-shaped
Area

Figure 5: Detected L-shaped Area for Upward and Leftward Projections

define H and H ′ in the same way. Let n be the number of connected components within
T . Since the text line is horizontal, we expect that RhorzH

(T ) ≡ H ′/(n × H) ≈ 1 and
RhorzW

(T ) ≡ W ′/W ≈ 1. In the same way, if T is a vertical text line candidate, we expect
that RvertH (T ) ≡ H ′/H ≈ 1 and RvertW (T ) ≡ W ′/(n × W ) ≈ 1.

We calculate the sum of the squares of the logarithms of these ratios for text line
candidates in each direction. Let Thorz and Tvert be the sets of horizontal and vertical text
lines in a text area:

Shorz =
∑

T∈Thorz

((logRhorzH
(T ))2 + (logRhorzW

(T ))2)

Svert =
∑

T∈Tvert

((logRvertH (T ))2 + (logRvertW (T ))2)

The smaller the sum, the more likely it is that the text area is oriented in that direction.
This process identifies the text area orientation as well as the text line candidates.

3.4 Page Orientation Detection

The OCR engine we used cannot determine the orientation of the characters. It assumes
that the image is in the right orientation and only returns the best matched characters or
the list of the best candidates with matching scores. If the images are upside-down when
input to the OCR engine, the output will be meaningless. OMR solves this problem by
checking the OCR scores for a small number of text line candidates in both orientations.
The orientation with better score is used for the subsquent full recognition.

The text lines are selected according to the following criteria:

1. Each line is longer than the average text length.

2. Each line has about the average character height.

3. The lines are selected from various parts of the page.
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According to our preliminary experiment, about five text lines are sufficient to estimate
the page orientation correctly in most cases.

3.5 Text Block Generation and Paragraph Connection

To provide quick access to the contents of the printed information on the scanned page,
we extract the logical structure of the page and arrange the information according to that
structure.

First, we extract the physical layout of the document by using recursive x-y cuts.
Text blocks are obtained from this process. We then judge what is the most likely logical
structure of the document on the basis oflayout of the text lines.

The images of text lines are sent to the OCR engine and the recognition results are
sent back to the system with recognition scores. The recognition results are processed
together with the coordinates of the text lines to produce text blocks. Text blocks are
determined by several features, such as the amount of space between two consecutive text
lines, the existence of indentation, and the position of the end of the line relative to the
text block.

If a text block consists of a small number of lines and its font size is larger than
the average character size of the page, it is likely to be a heading. Other text blocks
are paragraph segments. Paragraphs are often split by some image area or placed in
different columns. To join these paragraph segments, we examine them with respect to
the following features:

1. Differences of character size

2. Number of text lines in each paragraph segment

3. Position of the end of the line relative to the end of the paragraph segment area in
the preceding paragraph segment

4. Depth of indentation in the succeeding paragraph segment

Hatched areas in Figure 6 show two text blocs, which are combined into one paragraph
in the output shown in Figure 7.

In the output file, the text blocks are indicated by specifying the coordinates of the
circumscribing rectangles (physical structure description). If several blocks are combined
to form one paragraph, all of the blocks are enclosed by a pair of paragraph tags (logical
structure description).

Table of contents pages are treated differently. We use the layout model to handle the
special layout of such pages. Currently, our targets are limited to table of contents pages
with horizontal text lines.
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Figure 6: Detected Text Lines and Blocks (Hatched Areas Are Segments of Split Para-
graph)

Figure 7: Output Text with Logical Tags and Coordinate Descriptions
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3.6 Presentation of Recognition Results to Users

The recognition results for the text blocks, along with the extracted logical structures,
are saved as a tagged document. The tags are defined so that they can convey the logical
structures as well as physical information accompanying text blocks. Currently, we use
tags for “headings,” “paragraphs,” “page numbers” and “coordinate information.”

The recognized texts are read in synthesized speech. As a user interface, we provide
logical tree-traversing commands for navigating through the recognized results, and a
layered speech menu to help and guide users. All the commands are assigned to numerical
keys in the numerical keypad area. The system has several operation modes such as
“document reading,” “input device control,” and “speech setting control.” Each mode
has its own key mapping to the numerical keys and the mapping itself is switched by
pressing a specially assigned key (we use a key at the top of the numerical keypad area).

In the document reading mode, commands for descending and ascending trees are
assigned to keys “6” and “4,” respectively, and commands for moving among siblings are
assigned to keys “2” and “8.” Special functions such as “read from the current position
to the end” or “read the page information (header or footer)” are assigned to the unused
keys (“1” and “7”). The first position of the reading mode is at the beginning of the entire
document, and the document’s title (file name) is spoken. The next layer consists of the
document’s headings, if they exist. Users can navigate through the headings for items of
interest. If a user finds an interesting item in a heading, he can read further by pressing
the tree-descending key. The structure and the navigation method using it enable users
to reach items of interest quickly.

4 Structured Document Management

Pages of a magazine are scanned, recognized, read, and saved if necessary. We use one
directory for one volume of a magazine, so that its contents are handled as one entity.
To facilitate the management of structured documents, we developed a function for auto-
matically linking scanned pages on the basis of the page numbers extracted by the OMR.
Table of contents (TOC) pages play an important role in the linking process described
below. We assume the existence of only one TOC page in the following process:

1. Extract the correspondence between page numbers and title names from the TOC
page file.

2. Extract the page numbers from the ordinary pages.

3. Create links between the page numbers and title names of TOC pages and the
corresponding page files.

4. Make a sorted list of page numbers and create links based on the page numbers in
ascending and descending orders.

5. In each ordinary page file, create a link to the TOC page file at the end of the file.
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Figure 8: Linking Pages
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Figure 8 shows an example of a linked result.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation of Text Area Discrimination Function

We evaluated the accuracy of the text area detection function. The criteria of the evalu-
ation are the ratio of undetected, added, or deformed text areas against the correct data
marked manually, and the correctness of the orientation of the text areas. We counted
only those areas output by the layout analysis module as probable ’text areas’ and pro-
cessed properly by the OCR engine as actual text areas. Areas with bad OCR scores were
excluded, because they would not be presented to the user.

The discrimination results are shown in the Table 1. The ratio of misidentified blocks
were 18% of the total number of blocks but only 2% by area size.

Table 1: Results of Layout Analysis
Item No. of Blocks Del. Add. Deform. Orientation Error Total

number 1,084 9 158 21 3 191
ratio (%) 100 0.8 14.5 0.19 0.3 17.6

As to the paragraph connection accuracy, the spurious splits were caused mostly where
the image areas were inset into text columns. The total error rate on the paragraph
connections was nearly 8%, which can be reduced by using the recognition results of the
OCR engine.

Table 2: Results of Paragraph Connection
No. of Blocks No. of Connections Spurious Connections Spurious Splits

number 1441 241 36 78
ratio (%) 100 16.7 2.6 5.4

5.2 User Evaluation

Evaluation of the OMR was done by two visually disabled users. After some introductory
explanation, both were able to operate the system by themselves, and access the contents
of the magazines. As to the mode of access to the information, access by using the logical
structure was quick but caused the users to feel insecure because of omissions or skips
due to mis-recognized logical structures.
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6 Conclusion

We have built a document reading system for the visually disabled. To cope with the
slow access speed resulting from the use of synthesized speech, we extract the logical
structure from a scanned document and use it to provide quick access to the contents. The
accuracy with which the logical structure is extracted plays a crucial role in determining
the efficiency of our system. We need to enhance the extraction accuracy further. The
scanned pages are saved and linked with the TOC page to form an organized tagged
document, which enables the user to access them efficiently in spoken form. We plan to
improve our system to a practical level.
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